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Overcoming the challenges that hinder new service development by manufacturers with diverse services strategies

Jamie Burton*, Vicky M. Story, Chris Raddats, Judy Zolkiewski

Abstract
This paper explores the new service development (NSD) challenges that manufacturers face in undertaking servitization initiatives and their attempts to overcome these challenges. Prior work identifies some generic NSD challenges and manufacturers' responses to them. However, understanding how such responses relate to the manufacturer's services strategy remains under-explored. Recent research suggests that manufacturers adopt diverse service strategies and this diversity provides the context for our study. Four case studies are undertaken in large UK-based manufacturers with services strategies differing with respect to the importance of services within their portfolios of offerings. We identify several NSD process challenges facing manufacturers and discuss how the case organisations seek to respond to them. Different degrees of product-logic drive NSD for each of the cases, suggesting manufacturers risk losing key product advantages if they try to 'break free' from their product heritage. However, this can limit the role that services ultimately play in a manufacturing business, potentially putting it at risk from other actors' radical service innovations. Responses to challenges differ depending on the services strategy adopted. The more enthusiastic organisations have to overcome more challenges than those demonstrating lower levels of enthusiasm. The study offers a more nuanced understanding of how manufacturers can overcome key NSD challenges to create new services. Based on the study, seven propositions are presented regarding NSD by manufacturing organisations.
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1. Introduction

Many manufacturers, seeking opportunities for value creation in the face of falling product revenues and increasingly competitive product markets, are developing new service offerings to complement, or take the place of, product offerings (Baines & Lightfoot, 2014). This process is termed servitization (Vandermerwe & Rada, 1989) or service infusion (Brax, 2005), and involves servitizing manufacturers supplementing products with services (Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003). Extant literature (e.g., Mathieu, 2001a) generally describes servitization as an organisational transformation process from a manufacturer largely focused on products and Services Supporting Products (SSPs) to a provider of Services Supporting the Clients’ actions (SSCs), similar to the concept of ‘advanced services’ (Baines & Lightfoot, 2014).

Despite perceived benefits of servitization, evidence relating to successful performance outcomes is by no means clear (Baveja, Gilbert & Ledingham, 2004; Suarez, Cusumano & Kahl, 2013), often due to the various challenges manufacturers face. One notable challenge is developing new services, which is critical for building competitive advantage (Ostrom, Bitner, Brown, Burkhard, Goul, Smith-Daniels, Demirkan & Rabinovich, 2010). A manufacturer’s new service offerings tend to align to its service strategy (Gremyr, Witell, Löfberg, Edvardsson & Fundin, 2014; Lightfoot & Gebauer, 2011). However, recent recognition that manufacturers follow different trajectories and, therefore, have different strategies (Kowalkowski, Windahl, Kindström & Gebauer, 2015; Peillon, Pellegrin & Burlat, 2015), suggests that how they overcome the specific challenges they might experience related to new service development (NSD) may also differ.
Knowledge of manufacturers’ NSD activities is still limited (Carlborg, Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2014; Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2014). Research has explored manufacturers’ generic NSD processes (Ettlie & Rosenthal, 2011; Gremyr, Löfberg & Witell, 2010; Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2009) and the interplay between service and product innovation (Eggert, Thiesbrummel & Deutscher, 2015; Gremyr et al., 2014; Visnjic, Wiengarten & Neely, 2016). However, little research to date has considered how NSD processes align to manufacturers’ services strategies. Although Lightfoot & Gebauer (2011) purport to do this, their work builds on Gebauer’s (2008) service typology, with service ‘strategies’ (e.g., after-sales service provider [ASPs]) conceptualised as categories of service offerings (e.g., ASPs offer after-sales services) and neglects services strategies that involve multiple categories of service offerings. Thus, we contend that this issue requires further investigation.

Given that manufacturers adopt a range of services strategies (Löfberg, Witell & Gustafsson 2010), it is important to develop a more fine-grained understanding of their various NSD efforts. This should enable a better understanding of how manufacturers can develop new service offerings to improve performance outcomes. Thus, the aim of this study is to explore the challenges manufacturers with differing services strategies face in developing new services, and how they respond to them. Two main research questions are subsequently identified:

RQ1) How do new service development process challenges manifest for manufacturers with differing services strategies?
RQ2) How do manufacturers respond to these challenges?

In the following sections, we set out the theoretical background and research gap, methodology and findings from the study. Thereafter, the study provides three main contributions. First, it provides additional support to the emerging view that manufacturers can adopt different hybrid approaches that support their combined product and services offering’ strategy). Second, this research goes beyond the macro exploration of the general challenges hindering manufacturers’ servitization efforts, and instead considers the specific issues manufacturers with differing services strategies face in relation to the typical NSD process challenges. Third, while some generic insight has previously been offered on how to overcome servitization challenges, this research identifies specific responses to the NSD challenges based on the services strategies adopted, and offers propositions for further research.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Manufacturers’ services strategies

Many manufacturers are striving to transition to more service-focused strategies (Fang, Palmatier & Steenkamp, 2008), yet limited empirical attention has been given to what adopting these might entail. Most discussion comprises high-level description of services strategies (e.g. Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003; Fang et al., 2008) or implicitly assumes strategic decisions related to implementing new service offerings will be easy for manufacturers to
execute. Such strategic conundrums may result in service paradoxes (Brax, 2005; Neely, 2008) and servitization failures (Benedettini, Neely & Swink, 2015).

Mathieu (2001b) argues that there is a need to move beyond strategies that relate simply to service offerings, conceptualising service specificity and organisational intensity (how the services impact on the firm) as key dimensions. However, consensus about the factors that drive these services strategies has not been reached, with Löfberg Witell & Gustafsson (2010) identifying resource availability and position in the supply chain as key, while Gebauer, Paiola & Edvardsson (2010) argue that value chain position and business environment are the driving factors of service strategy. Despite the importance of a manufacturer’s specific services strategy to its servitization efforts, it is perhaps surprising that only two services strategy typologies have been developed (i.e., Gebauer, 2008; Raddats & Kowalkowski, 2014), which use large samples covering a range of sectors, suggesting that they have applicability to a wide cross-section of manufacturers.

Gebauer (2008) identifies four groupings of manufacturers that follow different services strategies: after-sales service providers (ASPs), customer support providers (CSPs), outsourcing partners (OPs) and development partners (DPs). These ‘strategies’ appear to equate to categories of service offerings (e.g., OPs offer operational services), in that they do not address strategies that include multiple categories of service offerings. Thus, Gebauer’s (2008) typology appears simplistic in that it contains only one category of service offering in each services strategy, and is, therefore, similar to service offering typologies proposed by Tukker (2004) and Baines & Lightfoot (2014).
Although it could be questioned whether Raddats & Kowalkowski (2014) present a true strategy typology, it does offer a typology of strategies that caters for multiple categories of service offerings; seen as necessary to deal with diverse customer needs (Rabetino, Kohtamäki, Lehtonen & Kostama, 2015). Raddats & Kowalkowski (2014) identify three clusters of firms: ‘doubters’ (view services as a weak differentiating factor and consequently offer very few services); ‘pragmatists’ (view services as an approach to creating greater product differentiation and primarily provide SSPs for their own products); ‘enthusiasts’ (view services as a key growth strategy and offer SSPs and SSCs for their own and other vendors’ products). These clusters appear to be indicative of the underlying strategic approaches to the development of service offering portfolios by these firms, suggesting that a deeper, more nuanced, understanding of these different services strategies, and how they affect NSD, is needed.

2.2 New service development in a manufacturing setting

Key to successful servitization is the ability to develop new services/service innovation. In this paper we align to the mainstream view that service innovation is the outcome of NSD efforts (Snyder, Witell, Gustafsson, Fombelle & Kristensson, 2016). Within manufacturers it is likely that service innovation will be different to that in traditional service industries (Baines, Lightfoot, Benedettini & Kay, 2009; Kowalkowski, Kindström, Alejandro, Brege & Biggemann, 2012; Lightfoot & Gebauer, 2011); primarily because services may be part of hybrid product and service offerings (Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011) or may compete with products for limited resources for innovation within the same firm (Eggert et al. 2015).
In keeping with de Jong and Vermeulen (2003), we view NSD efforts as not just pertaining to the uniqueness of a new offering, but also encompassing the delivery system, the technology or operational processes used and the customer interface. Thus, for servitizing manufacturers, new product and service development are likely to be closely inter-related (Gallouj & Windrum, 2009; Gremyr et al., 2014; Raja, Bourne, Goffin, Çakkol & Martinez, 2013), with both important for success (Eggert et al., 2015; Ostrom et al., 2010; Visnjic et al., 2016). Taking a holistic view of NSD efforts is important when considering a manufacturing context, wherein service development is inexorably linked to product development and service delivery, because these interrelationships have the potential to create tensions and require changes to structures, processes and resources (Baines et al., 2009; Gebauer, Edvardsson, Gustafsson & Witell, 2010).

A key strategic decision for manufacturers is whether to introduce new services designed to broaden the range of offerings (SSPs) or replace product offerings (SSCs) (Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2014). For SSPs, Lightfoot & Gebauer (2011) found that manufacturers place less emphasis on design, test and launch phases than those offering SSCs. For SSCs, Gremyr et al., (2014) found that NSD processes are more structured and need to address the role of the customer in the process; simply adjusting NPD processes is not seen as viable, given the fundamentally different nature of service offerings (Gremyr et al., 2010). New or revised procedures and processes are, therefore, required (Ettlie & Rosenthal, 2011; Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2009; Santamaría, Jesús Nieto & Miles, 2012). It is likely that such decisions will be affected by the strategic approach of the servitizing manufacturers with respect to the portfolios of services offered. Indeed Neu & Brown (2005) discuss how firms that successfully servitize have to adapt organisational factors, including structure and
strategising processes. Hence, a more nuanced understanding of how NSD processes are adapted would provide deeper insights on servitization efforts.

2.3 Manufacturer NSD challenges and responses

Manufacturers must adopt more service-related processes in order to develop new services (Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2009). While this issue is applicable, to some extent, for all manufacturers, it appears most applicable for enthusiasts, who are more likely to offer advanced services to their customers. However, manufacturers may face issues in reconciling radical service innovations into a product-focused process (Gremyr et al., 2014). To address this challenge, manufacturers may need a more customer-focused perspective; a proper understanding of customer value (Bettencourt & Brown, 2013), be able to collaborate with customers (Santamaria et al., 2012) and to foster ‘innovation champions’ to manage introduction of new services (Ettlie & Rosenthal, 2012).

Previous work aligns NSD/services innovation with categories of services offerings (SSPs and SSCs) (e.g., Eggert, Hogreve, Ulaga & Muenkhoff, 2011) or looks at this from a capabilities perspective (e.g., Kindstrom, Kowalkowski & Sandberg, 2013). However, it does not consider the services strategies of manufacturers; with respect to how they might impact the NSD practices and responses to challenges faced. It can be contended that enthusiasts are likely to require different NSD practices to pragmatists for whom services are more focused on existing products. Also, no research to date has addressed the NSD rationale of doubters, in terms of the barriers they perceive to developing new services and the implications for their NSD activities. Understanding differences in the impact of the challenges for manufacturers
with different services strategies and responses should help us to understand the reasons for varying degrees of success of manufacturers’ NSD efforts.

While literature identifies individual servitization challenges and responses for manufacturers adopting different service strategies in isolation (Gebauer, 2008; Turunen & Finne, 2014, Ostrom et al, 2010, Nijssen, Hillebrand, Vermeulen & Kemp, 2006), in this paper we focus on the challenges related to developing new services-related processes for a range of manufacturers with differing services strategies. These NSD challenges are relevant to manufacturers with heterogeneous strategies and the variation in responses to these challenges have not been considered in the literature.

3. Methodology

3.1 Research strategy

The nature of the study required a qualitative research methodology; advisable when there is incomplete understanding of a particular phenomenon (Miles & Huberman, 1994). A case study method (Yin, 2013) is appropriate when exploring NSD processes, since it facilitates an understanding of the emergence of these processes (Aaboen, Dubois & Lind, 2012).

3.2 Case selection

Eisenhardt (1989) argues that theoretical sampling is key to building theory from case studies; that case selection should be driven by the need to ensure that theory can replicated or extended. This strategy is adopted extensively in case research, e.g. Neu & Brown (2005), Wilson & Vlosky (1997). We purposively selected case organisations from our population of interest (Eisenhardt, 1989) (large global manufacturers capable of performing
servitization in similar ways) specifically in anticipation that they may demonstrate variation in their approach to NSD based on their services strategies. Given the commonality of NPD practices across manufacturing firms (with the adoption or adaptation of Cooper’s stage-gate™ model – Cooper & Edgett [2012]) and the fact that NSD is closely linked to New Product Development (NPD) in manufacturers (Kindstrom & Kowalkowski, 2009), selecting cases from different sectors should provide greater richness to the findings.

Raddats & Kowalkowski’s (2014) services strategy typology was adopted to purposively identify B2B manufacturers with different services strategies in order to apply theoretical replication logic ensuring external validity (Yin, 2013) with respect to the processes being explored. To apply theoretical replication, two enthusiasts (AeroCo; TelCo) were selected from sectors supplying complex, highly customised products (aerospace and telecommunications), as manufacturers in these sectors are generally the most servitized (Dachs, Biege, Borowiecki, Lay, Jäger & Schartinger, 2014). A pragmatist (ChemCo) was selected from a sector with less complex and customised products (chemicals), as manufacturers in these sectors are less servitized (Dachs et al., 2014). A doubter (SecurCo) was selected from the security sector. Although manufacturers in this sector provide complex, highly customised products, they typically provide few services; the industry structure means that manufacturers generally use distributors, which provide most of the services to customers.

The selected manufacturers were multi-nationals with a significant UK presence, possessing a heritage and track record of technological innovation. In order to establish construct validity (Yin, 2013), the organisations were located on the Raddats & Kowalkowski (2014)
services strategy typology through a triangulating review (Creswell, 2003) of documentary evidence, (including websites, archival records) and preliminary interviews. Two enthusiasts were included because this is a relatively large group (within Raddats & Kowalkowski’s [2014] sample). Initial data suggested that the enthusiast category might need further refinement as we predicted greater variance in their service offerings.

3.3. Data collection

Data were collected from documentary sources and via 24 in-depth interviews with senior marketing and service operations managers responsible for their organisations’ services; a minimum of four per company, with more respondents from more servitized organisations to deliver greater construct validity (Yin, 2013) (see Table 1).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Ownership of parent company</th>
<th>Sector (products/applications)</th>
<th>Typical services</th>
<th>Classification (evidence supporting classification)</th>
<th>Number of interviewees (functional areas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AeroCo</td>
<td>European</td>
<td>Aerospace (avionics for military and commercial applications)</td>
<td>From spares and repairs through to availability and capability contracting</td>
<td>Enthusiast (services &gt; 25% overall revenue and heavily emphasised in promoting customer offerings)</td>
<td>8 (2 – marketing; 6 - service operations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChemCo</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>Chemicals (for industrial purification applications)</td>
<td>A range of product support services to improve operational performance</td>
<td>Pragmatist (services 5 - 10% overall revenue and promoted in conjunction with product offerings)</td>
<td>6 (1 – marketing; 5 - service operations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecurCo</td>
<td>American</td>
<td>Security (alarm systems for corporate customers)</td>
<td>Limited range of technical support service offerings</td>
<td>Doubter (services &lt;5% overall revenue and not emphasised in promoting customer offerings)</td>
<td>4 (3 – marketing; 1 – service operations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TelCo</td>
<td>European</td>
<td>Telecommunications (network equipment for mobile operators)</td>
<td>Delivers and operates network systems and offers a number of service lines across its products’ lifecycles</td>
<td>Enthusiast (services &gt; 25% overall revenue and heavily emphasised in promoting customer offerings)</td>
<td>6 (2 – marketing; 4 - service operations)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Data analysis

In line with our research aim, the unit of analysis for the study was the manufacturer services strategy (enthusiast, pragmatist, doubter). Using this unit of analysis enables a cross-case comparison to be made of NSD process challenges/responses aligned to different strategies. Starting with *a priori* coding categories from literature, thematic analysis was undertaken (Dubois & Gadde, 2002). Where passages or strings of texts contained multiple themes, they were categorised within multiple parallel codes (King, 2004). A singular tabular display was developed that facilitated within-case analysis, cross-case pattern matching (Eisenhardt, 1989) and explanation building (Yin, 2013), mostly in terms of consistent patterns between the two enthusiasts (and sometimes the pragmatist), being compared with contrasting data from the doubter.

The development of an initial set of themes from the literature facilitated the application of a pattern matching logic in order to check internal validity, via the comparison of findings with previously identified phenomena (Yin, 2013). Additional ‘new’ sub-categories also arose from the data (Eisenhardt, 1989; King, 2004). The first six transcripts (selected from across the cases) were thematically coded independently by two of the authors, using template analysis. The full research team then met to review and agree the initial template (King, 2004). The remaining transcripts were subsequently coded and the final NSD themes (see Appendix) emerged, through an interpretive process (Hirschman, 1986) of reading and reviewing of the content. Thematic saturation was deemed to have been achieved when no new themes emerged for a particular case (Silverman & Marvasti, 2008) and a final coding structure achieved (and checked by joint team review) once this point was reached for all
four cases (King, 2004). Thus, we claim credibility of the inferences developed in the interpretation of the cases we present, through the use of documented peer review and reflection of our coding (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Hirschman, 1986), contributing to the reliability of the study (Yin, 2013). External validity was ensured through the review of previous literature and use of replication logic (Yin, 2013).

4. Findings and Discussion

Table 2, below, sets out a cross-case summary of the significance of challenges, and extent or absence of, responses relating to developing NSD processes; data in the appendix, illustrates the key themes linked to the challenges and responses identified by the four organisations, relating to NSD processes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>SecurCo (doubter/constrained) Developing processes</th>
<th>ChemCo (pragmatist) Developing processes</th>
<th>TelCo (restrained-enthusiast) Developing global processes</th>
<th>AeroCo (enthusiast) Effective processes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product vs. Services innovation mind-set</td>
<td>Competitors’ service offerings perceived as gimmicks, product logic dominant</td>
<td>Service-minded but business still product focussed</td>
<td>Services are product attached (initial heterogeneity of services caused profitability issues)</td>
<td>Maintain both product-led and service-led approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPD/NSD processes</td>
<td>Inexperienced service innovator: Well-defined but traditional NSD &amp; NPD processes; not customer-driven</td>
<td>Experienced innovator: Creative, problem solving approach, less formalised</td>
<td>Experienced innovator: Stage-gate process for NPD &amp; NSD, NSD practices highly developed but cautious over which services progress through</td>
<td>Experienced innovator: Stage-gate process for NPD &amp; NSD, encourages responsiveness to customer problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connections between NPD and NSD</td>
<td>Limited connections between NPD and NSD staff</td>
<td>One-way communication (sales feedback to product people)</td>
<td>Key touch-points between NSD &amp; NPD, two-way balanced communication (product people understand services)</td>
<td>Key touch-points between NSD &amp; NPD, two-way unbalanced communications (product people dominate interactions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People and Services Deployment</td>
<td>Constrained by lack of service personnel</td>
<td>Multi-skilled staff: training existing product staff in service capabilities</td>
<td>Service-focused skilled staff, but shortage hindering expansion; distinct service structure</td>
<td>Service-focused skilled staff; distinct service structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1 Product versus services innovation mind-set

Innovation strategy is a key aspect of NPD/NSD activities, and, as identified by Lightfoot & Gebauer, 2011, the servitizing firm’s mind-set appears to be central to this. Both SecurCo and ChemCo are product-led; believing the purpose of services is to sell their products. SecurCo lacks capabilities to link complex services to their products. ChemCo has these capabilities but are wary of becoming too service focused (Kowalkowski et al., 2015), which they link to a productivity risk (Öhman, Finne & Holmström, 2015). They adopt a services-led strategy; but with a very strong focus on their own products, to avoid the ‘tail wagging the dog’.

This contrasts with TelCo, who initially adopted a very services-led strategy, but pulled back because of profitability problems linked to services heterogeneity. TelCo overcame the product mind-set inertia problem relatively easily. However, this quick move to a new service mind-set meant that staff were given relatively free reign to develop services; leading to excessive services proliferation, creating confusion and causing financial losses through excessive value transfer to customers. Following retrenchment efforts, TelCo pulled back from a ‘fully’ advanced services trajectory and re-focused on delivering a reduced ‘menu’ of profitable product-attached services (SSPs). This approach is similar, but distinct, from ChemCo’s product-led approach because, product and services sales are equally important. In retrenching, TelCo has modularised service offerings into packages to control costs; creating a more profitable service business, with recognition that ‘service-led’ sales in a product-attached mode can deliver greater value by providing ‘pull through’ product demand.
AeroCo attempted to build a services mind-set with a bias towards their own products, but with recognition that, if their products hinder growth, they can look outside the organisation for solutions. AeroCo appear to maintain both a product- and service-led approach and have ended up with significant services growth.

What is clear from these examples is that all manufacturers, even the enthusiasts, need to maintain some focus on their core activities; essentially to take a balanced approach to their strategic focus, rather than being either too product-led or too services-led, which can lead to ‘service overshoot’. Furthermore, the success of the approach appears to be affected by a firm’s ability to modularise their services and the variety of services required by customers. Notwithstanding the argument that servitization is not necessarily a journey from products to services for all firms, it is clear from the cases examined that, in line with prior work (e.g. Fang et al., [2008]), performance is expected to improve for firms adopting more servitized services strategies, as these strategies enable the firm to gain market share and revenue, and build economies of scale and scope, but only up to an optimum point, after which performance may erode, due to such issues as operational complexity and services heterogeneity. Thus, Proposition 1 emerges:

P1: The relationship between a firm’s innovation mind-set and servitization performance is likely to be an inverted U shape, and likely to be moderated by the level of services heterogeneity, organisational learning capabilities and the potential to modularise.

4.2 NPD/NSD Processes
Developing effective NSD processes is a key challenge outlined in extant literature (e.g., Matthyssens & Vandenbempt, 2008). Interestingly, all four firms utilise pre-existing NPD processes for NSD rather than developing specific NSD processes, which appears to contradict extant NSD research (e.g. Ettlie & Rosenthal, 2011; de Jong & Vermeulen, 2003) that services require different NSD processes. TelCo and AeroCo, as experienced innovators, have clear, detailed stage-gate processes used for both products and services, incorporating different processes for different complexities of products/services, with different approval processes, in line with Cooper’s (2008) ‘lite’, ‘express’ and ‘full’ processes. However, TelCo, while noting that it can easily cope with different innovation types, recognises the importance of the ‘middle’ ground for creating services that are differentiated but also standardised and thus restricts which new services are progressed. Of the two Enthusiasts, TelCo has the most developed NSD practices, with services constructed in terms of which elements are provided centrally, regionally or globally; the global role is critical because it drives cost efficiencies through standardisation.

Another key innovation issue relates to progressing good ideas through the process. While stage-gate processes are well-recognised as fundamental to successful innovation, they have some issues related to application; e.g., balancing the strength of the gates (Cooper, 2008). ChemCo, with its more informal process, has no issues with progressing projects. AeroCo seems to have a good balance between creativity and gate reviews, allowing staff creative space to work on important ideas that facilitate responsiveness to customer problems, until they create a plausible case for review; in a sense these can be seen as ‘customer champions’. SecurCo appears to have lots of great ‘value-add’ ideas, often raised by customers, but fails to progress them. Interestingly, ChemCo appears the most customer-
focused organisation out of our four cases, having a culture of innovating with customers, potentially because of the specialist nature of its products and services. Telco highlights some problems with controls that were put in place as part of the strategic consolidation process, with the innovation pipeline stifled by gate approval limits. However, in line with AeroCo, once TelCo had consolidated the new product-attached strategy, these limits were relaxed to improve prospects of developing more innovative services. Both TelCo and AeroCo ensure managers on gate committees understand services as this appears key to enabling services growth. All the evidence points to better NSD outcomes stemming from firms having formal, but flexible and/or creative, processes driven by strategy and involving a cross-functional team. SecurCo are too restrictive, Telco created too many restrictions, realised that these were hindering growth, and are now building flexibility back in to their NSD process, whereas ChemCo and AeroCo describe their processes as flexible/adaptable. Thus, we propose:

P2: Across all services strategies, developing specialised NSD processes does not improve NSD success over the adoption of more traditional NPD stage-gate processes.

P3: NPD and NSD efforts are more effective when gate review members have services knowledge and when there is greater flexibility/creativity allowed but these effects are more pronounced for more servitized services strategies.

P4: Across all services strategies customer champions representing the voice of the customer improve NSD success but the effect is more pronounced when services are more specialised.

4.3 Connections between NPD and NSD
None of the organisations have different services and product development processes, nor do the firms specifically develop products and services in a single process. Instead, the data evidence the importance of having good connectivity between NPD and NSD; discussing key ‘touchpoints’ between the processes. However, the data also highlight differing levels of inter-connectivity between NPD and NSD processes across the cases. TelCo has the closest processes with multiple, interactive touch points; all products have a ‘design for services’ programme including both mandatory and optional services, which fits its product-attached mind-set. Furthermore, at TelCo and AeroCo, interaction touchpoints are supported by having ‘product’ people who understand services and implementation is supported by having good touchpoints between the centre and local service teams. Thus, developing mutual understanding of products and services and good communication flows within the NPD/NSD teams are needed to ensure services progress from idea to deployment.

While touch points exist in all cases, differences exist in the information flows between NPD and NSD touchpoints (either one- or two-way). TelCo data suggest that the flow of information is two-way, with significant evidence of feedback mechanisms in terms of services people feeding into product innovation planning efforts and product people asking about services that might go with new products they are developing. AeroCo also discusses two-way interactions, but highlights power issues – with more coming from the product people to services; based on having longstanding product road-maps, investment programmes and global reputations. Indeed, while AeroCo has developed similar touchpoints between its product and services development teams, evidence does not suggest the processes are ‘close’ or that teams work collaboratively. Even when information is passing both ways, there can be some key hold-ups in process due to different product
and services development timescales. In contrast, at ChemCo most communication tends to be one-way; from salespeople to product personnel, but its matrix structure appears to mitigate against internal conflict relating to product-services tensions. SecurCo demonstrates limited evidence of links between NPD and NSD; while they are only producing a few services it is possibly too early in its servitization journey for this to be necessary.

Early in the NSD process, both AeroCo and TelCo engage with customers to better understand their needs and deliver ‘smart’ customer solutions. At AeroCo, this can involve embedding staff within customers for at least two years; while TelCo typically adopts a consultative selling approach. TelCo specifically describes cultivating relationships with customers to facilitate trials, and benefits from having sister businesses in which they can try out and learn from new innovations. This confirms the benefits of taking a collaborative, customer-centric approach (Bettencourt & Brown, 2013; Santamaria et al., 2013).

Thus:

P5: Established touchpoints, with three-way communication between sales teams, innovation teams and customers, create better: (i) sharing of customer insight and (ii) learning between NPD and NSD, but the effect is more pronounced for more servitized services strategies when level of interconnectivity between NPD and NSD is higher and balanced (not product- or services-led).

4.4 People and Services Deployment
All firms, regardless of services strategy, appear to suffer from a key difficulty related to the deployment of new services, given that most of the services they are developing are 'person' heavy, involving 'highly skilled' people, meaning that organisations cannot grow overnight. This lack of services personnel appears the biggest barrier for SecurCo, causes some issues for ChemCo but has been a big area of investment for both Enthusiasts. However, interestingly, the digital services SecurCo could develop have the potential to reduce services personnel numbers; thus, technology may increasingly offer an alternative resolution to this barrier, as opposed to direct investment in services personnel.

ChemCo highlights a staffing problem related to training existing product-focused staff to develop necessary services capabilities. This was not a unique problem, but was robustly identified at ChemCo (the pragmatist) because it was attempting to deliver services from within its existing structure, without developing a separate service SBU. In contrast, TelCo and AeroCo had distinct services units, with well-trained, service-focused staff.

A second key issue for growing services relates to building service deployment capacity. Both ChemCo and TelCo highlight a need to maintain balanced strategic planning between NSD efforts and the delivery of current offers (the typical explore/exploit dilemma [O'Reilly & Tushman, 2011]) and to balance resources between products and services. TelCo’s consolidation process caused problems; it let some very qualified consultants leave due to perceived over-capacity, who they now need to provide new services because of market growth. Similarly, SecurCo is not prepared to have expensive services experts ‘under-occupied’. Its lack of progress, might relate to its lack of prior services capabilities and efficiency concerns. ChemCo overcame this issue by multi-skilling people, working with
partners to develop global reach, and being happy to service third-party products, using spare personnel capacity. ChemCo’s strategic board level commitment to grow services, translates into commitment to scaling the services business and growing market coverage; building a sustainable business model through scale. A key constraint is the scale of capital investment and the ‘lack the manpower’ required to ‘gear up’ in every location, because of transportation and legislative issues. In line with Möller & Rajala’s (2007) network approach; ChemCo have partly overcome this issue by using third-party providers, branded with their company logo.

TelCo has tried various approaches to managing this issue around efficient scalability but now has a structure around distinct services lines, a global services delivery centre and regional staff supporting the regional sales teams. It is also focused on trying to modularise services delivery into simplified, remotely delivered components that can be outsourced to sub-contractors. Similarly, AeroCo has a modular menu of solutions and then uses a mixture of onsite specialists and support helpdesks. AeroCo is also beginning to develop simulation tools to support scalability; for example, reducing requirements for ‘live training’, which lowers costs and training days required. Finally, AeroCo highlights the importance of being prepared to lose money initially, knowing that it can then ‘lean’ the deployment process via continuous improvements to make it cost effective. This means taking a long-term approach to the commitment of resources to the customer, knowing that longer-term profit will come through ‘lean’ skills and customer satisfaction.

Based on the differences observed in the approaches identified from the four cases, and recognising the potential of process tools that support scalability and efforts to adapt and
modularise production capacity and the value of staff and how they are trained, leads to the development of Propositions 6 and 7:

P6: Staff training and support to develop services delivery capabilities are more important when organisations are attempting to deliver services with existing product-focused personnel.

P7: Firms are more likely to overcome the issue of scalability, necessary to become more servitized, if they place greater efforts on: (i) modularisation; (ii) productising service innovations; (iii) flexible people and resource deployment; and, (iv) continuous improvement efforts.

4.5 Discussion

This study has identified homogeneity in the NSD challenges faced by the case organisations but heterogeneity in the responses they adopt with evidence of variation depending on their services strategy. The responses to the NSD challenges tend to be a mixture of cultural, structural, people and process changes. Four themes were identified that illustrate these issues.

In terms of innovation mind-set, all four organisations retain varying degrees of product-focus, based on their perceptions of strong product competitive advantages that their products provide. This retained product-focused innovation mind-set means that in all cases NPD and NSD processes are not separate, but rather are closely related to each other (Gallouj & Windrum, 2009; Gremyr et al., 2014). SecurCo demonstrates a mind-set that is probably common among doubters, namely that services are seen as peripheral to its
business and new services are too complicated or problematic to develop. ChemCo has built a nascent services business based on adding complex service offerings to its non-complex products (Dachs et al., 2014). The restrained-enthusiast, TelCo, had to rein back services volumes after overshooting, and has retrenched in terms of focusing more on new services that support products, thus returning to more of a product innovation mind-set. AeroCo, meanwhile, remains product-led in traditional aerospace markets but less so in non-traditional markets where it has a stronger service innovation mind-set; it currently lacks a strong suite of products to address these markets. Thus, our findings add to existing research which sets out multiple service trajectories (Kowalkowski et al., 2015) but demonstrates that a stronger service innovation mind-set is easier to develop when there is not the need to support existing products.

With respect to NPD/NSD processes, all cases demonstrate the use of discrete NSD processes; although they are still linked to existing NPD processes (Kindstrom & Kowalkowski, 2009). Our findings, however, suggest the need for separate processes (Santamaría et al., 2012; Gremyr et al., 2014) might be overstated, with even enthusiasts adapting existing NPD processes. Within all four organisations, NPD processes are well established and there seems a desire to have a commonality of approach for all new offerings, be they products or services, to ensure a consistent approach and comparability in assessing the merits of new offerings. Interestingly, organisations with more formal NSD processes indicated they would be challenged by genuinely radical innovations (supporting Gremyr et al., 2014).
NSD processes involved significant interactions with customers (Bettencourt & Brown, 2013; Ettlie & Rosenthal, 2011). All but the doubter appear to be proactive with regards to obtaining customer insights and getting customers involved in the development process, showing the benefits of ‘customer champions’ over ‘traditional innovation champions’ that champion the innovation rather than the customer voice (cf. Ettlie & Rosenthal, 2012). This customer focus contrasts with the view in the literature that few manufacturers have the knowledge and capability to effectively engage the customer in the NSD process (Santamaría et al., 2012). However, there are clear differences in how these insights are generated. For example, the enthusiast embeds staff within customer organisations, an effective but resource-expensive approach to understanding customer value (Bettencourt & Brown, 2013). The restrained-enthusiast, on the other hand, appears to focus resources on cultivating specific customer relationships that they feel will support the trial of key new services, thus taking more of a customer collaboration approach (Santamaría et al., 2012).

In terms of the connections between NPD and NSD processes, although our study supports previous research in finding that NPD and NSD are closely inter-related (Gallouj & Windrum, 2009; Gremyr et al., 2014; Raja et al., 2013), it provides a more nuanced understanding of this issue. In particular, the enthusiasts have developed key touchpoints between the processes to ensure that new services support new products and vice versa. That said, both enthusiasts face some problems managing the interactions between product and services specialist staff. TelCo appears to demonstrate better two-way communications between services and product staff. This is perhaps due to their technology focus, evidencing multiple, balanced interactive touchpoints between their NPD and NSD processes. AeroCo also has two-way communications but the balance appears to be more products-to-services,
with some evidence of problems with regards to interactive communications. By comparison, ChemCo’s communications are more services to products, via the sales team. Our cases support the extant literature in that addressing NSD during initial phases of NPD helps manufacturers build successful product and service offerings, as long as the weaknesses of relying on existing product-based routines can be managed (Ulaga & Reinartz 2011; Gremyr et al. 2014).

With respect to people and services deployment, a key challenge identified across all cases was the need for people with the right service skillset to develop services (Raddats, Burton & Ashman, 2015). Indeed, this challenge reflects a wider problem, in that a manufacturer’s product-driven capabilities are unlikely to be sufficient for service innovation (Kindström et al., 2013;). For example, SecurCo lacked the necessary services personnel and processes (de Jong & Vermeulen, 2003) and, therefore, felt unable to develop new services. ChemCo faced constraints in terms of scaling new services through lack of requisite capabilities to deliver them in all markets. AeroCo and TelCo demonstrated the most long-term commitment to NSD activities, accepting that this involved taking on investment risks when tackling this challenge. Evidence suggests that manufacturers directing their innovation efforts to both products and services outperform peers that do not (Eggert et al., 2015); although the risk for an overly product-focused organisation is that when funding is limited product innovation will be prioritised over service innovation.

Finally, our study also suggests that the services strategies categories outlined in Raddats & Kowalkowski (2014) needs further refinement. The data from the two enthusiast cases highlight differences between TelCo and AeroCo in a number of areas that lead us to
speculate that future research needs to consider four types of services strategies; with enthusiasts broken down into restrained-enthusiasts and enthusiasts. Additionally, we note that the ‘doubter’ may be in this position because of constraints resulting from industry structure and its reliance on its network of distributors to provide services.

5. Conclusions

This research goes beyond the macro exploration of the general challenges hindering manufacturers’ servitization efforts, and instead considers the specific challenges to NSD for manufacturers with differing services strategies. In this study, we have identified and explored how the challenges they faced affect their new services development efforts (RQ1), whether the responses they implement to overcome these challenges vary according to these differing services strategies adopted (RQ2) and specifically we compare the variation in the types of challenges and responses relating to NSD processes. In developing research propositions through a cross-case explanation of our research questions we have been able to offer a number of theoretical contributions.

First, we identify various degrees of product-logic that drive NSD for manufacturers, even those that are service enthusiasts. Thus, these findings counter previous widely accepted views of servitization as a transformation process to a purely service-focused strategy (Mathieu, 2001b; Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003), supporting an alternative emerging view that manufacturers can adopt different hybrid approaches that supports their combined product and services offering’ strategy (Kowalkowski et al., 2015; Peillon et al., 2015; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011). Additionally, they suggest that the services strategies identified by Raddats &
Kowalkowski (2014) need refining by further dividing the enthusiast to reflect the prevalence of internal organisational constraints that differentiate between firms adopting a more restrained version of the enthusiast services strategy. We suggest also that further research is needed to identify if the doubter category requires subdivision to account for external industry constraints upon services strategy adoption.

Our second contribution is in identifying that NSD outcomes appear to be a function of: service innovation strategy, processes, cultural, structural and people aspects. This observation suggests that overcoming NSD challenges may well involve studying all these themes together at a holistic level; this may help to identify and structure future understanding of the areas that researchers ought to consider when trying to understand the connection between NSD strategies and service innovation outcomes. In support of this suggestion we recommend drawing on the Pentathlon framework (Goffin & Mitchell, 2005); and argue that in line with their work, managing service innovation in servitizing firms is likely to involve decisions and activities surrounding these interlocking areas that together contribute to innovation success. Taking this broad, integrative perspective on the elements of innovation management should enhance understanding of how manufacturers with different services strategies implement service transformation and overcome, or fail to overcome, key challenges as they attempt to transform.

Services innovation, in this context, is likely to involve NSD processes that are based on, and linked to, NPD processes. These processes run in parallel, with important touchpoints between the actors involved in both processes, which appear vital to the successful development of appropriate product and services offerings. This approach can generate
some communications issues; however, it also means that despite the underlying change that servitization brings, in contrast to prior research, it appears that firms adopt a common development process for new services innovation that everybody in the organisation understands. This common understanding may then be an important factor in whether or not servitization initiatives are successful.

Managerial implications emerge with regards to the responses adopted to overcome key services innovation challenges, across four types of organisations with differing services innovation strategies. We suggest that manufacturers do not, and largely should not, ‘break free’ from their established product heritage, despite previous calls to do so (Kindström & Kowalkowski, 2014). Instead, manufacturers with strong product advantages should attempt to create new services in parallel with, and in support of, their existing product expertise, but they should recognise that retaining and resourcing a very product-focused strategy may ultimately risk limiting their ability to successfully grow NSD activities. If disruptive innovation threatens to destroy their existing product market completely then a more radical shift to a complete service focus may be preferable.

Organisations attempting to build new business models face challenges around key capabilities; needing to support their services strategy incrementally, while attempting to deliver step changes in service value outcomes (Story, Raddats, Burton, Zolkiewski & Baines, 2016). In response to these challenges, firms need to develop clear lines of communication between their NPD and NSD staff, to reduce conflict and increase learning across the organisation, and ensure that staff can understand each other’s issues – through such options as training and job switches. Structures also need to be put in place to support
clearer revenue attribution across SBUs and to help with the services personnel constraints that many servitizing firms face, which hinder services implementation efforts. Our findings suggest that multi-skilling current staff, building standardisation or modularisation of services, where possible, and developing supporting process tools improve firms’ NSD outcomes.

The exploratory nature of the study presents limitations with regards to generalisability. We have attempted to purposefully identify cases representing manufacturers with particular strategic approaches identified on the Raddats & Kowalkowski (2014) model, but future research could consider additional variables that might impact effectiveness at responding to various themes within NSD challenges, such as manufacturer size, technology focus of industry and degree to which a manufacturer’s offering already involves a services component. Future research should also test the impact of the themes and challenges identified and the types of strategic responses adopted using a large sample of manufacturers. Another potential limitation relates to the industry heterogeneity of our cases. This needs further exploration but our approach has provided important insight into commonality of processes across very different firms and taking an integrative approach to the research can be seen to give interesting insight into common issues that face many manufacturers.
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Appendix: Challenges and Responses Relating to NSD Processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>SecurCo</th>
<th>ChemCo</th>
<th>TelCo</th>
<th>AeroCo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product versus service innovation mind-set</td>
<td>“[services is] a big growth initiative ... but it is an enabler for selling stuff in boxes... we wouldn’t get into the game if we didn’t”. “At the end of the day we still make hardware... we tend to believe that we will still serve our same channels. Now, it also means we are going to develop apps, that will primarily have different routes to market into other ecosystems that are out there. So, yes, we have to look downstream into how to sell software as it’s something that is not in our DNA really.”</td>
<td>“The whole idea of our service business, our service offering, is to sell our product.” “The biggest limitation is that selling a complete service requires a totally different set of capabilities and here we have a handful of people that know what to do, ... but we have no training culture. So selling this more complex thing requires particularly trained sales people firstly, but secondly also internal people to understand the new challenge with those more complex service offerings.”</td>
<td>“At the time there were 140-something solutions... Over the two years, we’ve transformed to reduce the teams massively. We had four different practice areas and now we’re just [systems team] and we have probably no more than about 20 solutions.... 95% to 98% tied to our products”.</td>
<td>“I think there is certainly a senior level acceptance that is the right thing to do and that is gradually maturing through those other lines of business, but it does take time”. “Our first call will always be to use the company’s products but if these products mean that we are not going to win the business then we have got to look elsewhere.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“We try to avoid having one-off small developments because (of) all the approvals... we’ve got to be very careful we don’t get blocked with lots of small stuff”.

“It’s almost like ‘bushman’ mentality ... an innovation, it just kind of gets knocked and kicked around the group... so it’s really not a process, it’s more a brainstorming operation and I’d say that’s even the case at management level. .... We do napkin, fag packet type calculations and if it seems to make sense, then that’s what we do. We don’t formally do a market appraisal. If the boss feels it’s okay, then ok”.

“The very early [approval gates] are at the [service SBU] level, then it usually goes to the [next] level, and if there’s a major investment it probably goes right up to the [group] leadership team to do that, depending on the spend”.

“The challenge is being able to address each area in convincing ways, giving them what they want and that means the innovation for some is relatively safe, it’s much more productised innovation, for others it’s very much bespoke. Hopefully in the middle we get some customers where we can go and try some things, prove it works and then feed it back in later”.

“We have certain customers we know ... they know us and there’s a good trust relationship. We can then go and take ideas along and develop them or bounce ideas off them; develop proofs of concept. There are other customers that we definitely wouldn’t go to with something new”.

“It gets picked up and fed back in and then Solution Owners get involved, ‘what went wrong here; why didn’t it work; what have we missed; what have we learnt for next time?’”.

“It is tailorable in that you have to go through each gate but for a simple solution ... we still have to go through the gates but the meeting may be a couple of PowerPoint slides and some chat.... If the solution is more complex and the risks we are taking more complicated, then we would be more careful with the process”.

The [manager] who starts the relationship with the customer...has ‘carte blanche’ to fix the customer’s problem. As it comes closer to putting an offer on the table then that person needs help from experts around the company to gauge whether the company can deliver that solution and whether we can make money out of it.

The [manager] who starts the relationship with the customer...has ‘carte blanche’ to fix the customer’s problem. As it comes closer to putting an offer on the table then that person needs help from experts around the company to gauge whether the company can deliver that solution and whether we can make money out of it.
| Connections between NPD and NSD | “the systems business integrate our devices to the control panels and all the peripherals into a system and... will maintain those devices in the field. So, we don’t have an aftermarket business, we just have an OEM business... we sell those detectors to (service SBU) group at the same price....This is the business model that we have today. The largest part of the service model still continues at the systems side; they are the customer-facing business.” | “the sales team is trying to look at what we can do for the customers and where we can improve [product] performance...then you bring it back into the company and start to discuss with management... in general, the sales forces are in the most important position; they are talking with the customer, they see what markets need” | “For service-led [innovation], we’ve got guys in the market... close to customers. It’s more of a consultative type of selling... we look at what the customer’s ‘pain points’ are... try to foresee where the industry’s going; and try to ... create something unique for the customer” | “We do feed back into the lines of business. For this solution, this is the range products we are going to use and why we are not using [AeroCo] products. They [product people] can take on-board what we have told them. Or if they want to ignore it because they have other customers that just want to buy product then that’s their own call” |

| People and Services Deployment | “It’s a very heavy person-type of activity and we haven’t got the resources; so we actually don’t do a lot of the ongoing annual maintenance. That’s a very labour intensive activity and really | “Sometimes we do not have really dedicated people doing just one thing, or developing just one thing ...and our labs are also very much production oriented. Our labs are more related to production so maybe we are not so innovative with | “Delivery pays the bills today. Innovation pays the bills in the future. So, we’ve got to pay the bills now and try and come up with something new that’s going to pay the bills in the future. So it’s not ideal.” | “Once the customer appreciates he is on a fixed price contract with KPIs, he starts to open up knowing that if you don’t make a profit and if sums were horrendously wrong and we are going to end up making a loss, then at the
that’s the preserve of what our customers do…(we) struggle with the services a little bit as well because we don’t do it globally, … and lack a bit of critical mass to really generate efficiencies”.

absolutely new products, or we do it more on an ad hoc basis. This has simply to do with the size of the company. Sometimes we simply lack manpower”.

“We may, and have in the past, carried out service offering when we’re not supplying our product, usually just to keep our service team ticking over when they have a lull in activity”.

and we’ve still got some of them, but a very small number, and I think it’s to the detriment of the company”.

“Once they’ve won a service, they need to deliver it against a standard model that we define, (increasing) the amount that can be done by sub-contractors, by the local organisations, by the Remote Delivery Centres (RDCs)...we’re trying to...re-industrialise and drive a lot more delivery through RDCs because you can get economies of scale, you’ve got repeatability, you can drive efficiencies”.

end of the contract we are going to walk away and he then has a problem trying to find someone to replace [that] infrastructure. As the customers become more experienced they appreciate that and open up to us and we work together to put improvements in place that cut our costs”.

“The way we incentivise our people, even with a new solution (will be higher risk because there is no history behind it), we believe that the continuous improvement ethos that we have will find further savings”. 